



Tutorial:
You can soon end up with far more photos than you know
what to do with. So discover how to create and use your
own keywords to make sorting out images a snap

Finding pictures can sometimes be harder than it sounds if you
have a large iPhoto Library. Sure, you've been good and put

everything in albums and folders - but did you file Tim's photo in

Holiday' or your holiday photo in 'Tim'? And was that last year or this year?
Tenerife or Bognor?

Fortunately, there's a simple way in iPhoto to categorise your pictures,

separately from albums, called 'keywords'. You can create or use iPhoto's

existing keywords, add them to your photos whenever you feel like - and
the next time you have to find those shots of Tim, all it will take is a couple
of clicks. You can even use them in Smart Albums, which we'll show you
how to do later.

1: Reveal the keywords
You may not have noticed Photo's keywords, because

they're not set to show up by default. Reveal them by
using the 'Keywords' command under the 'View' menu.

2: Set your preferences
Now you can decide which keywords to use and if you
want to change any. You set up keywords using the
'Preferences' command under the 'iPhoto' menu.

3: That's not right
Click the 'Keywords' tab to show Photo's keywords. If

'Favorite' and 'Vacation' are too American for you, edit

them by double-clicking or using the 'Rename' button.

4: Painting a thousand keywords
You can add as many keywords as you like by clicking
'Add' and typing in your new keywords. The more you
devise, the more specific your searches can be later.

5: My word!
Now you can go about adding keywords to photos. Go

to the 'Photos' menu and select 'Get Info'. A palette
will appear. Select the 'Keywords' tab - you're all set.

6: Finding the right words
Click on a photo, holding down the Shift key to add it

to a selection. Click the appropriate keywords in the

palette. They'll appear below the photo(s) afterwards.






7: The search is on
once you've added your keywords, finding your photos

again is very simple. At the bottom of the iphoto

window, the last button on the left is a key. Click on it.

8: A window of opportunity
A Keyword window will appear at the bottom. Click any

keywords to show photos with those keywords in your

current selection, whether it's an album or the Library.

9: Bye, bye wordy
The Keyword window is also another way of adding and

deleting keywords. Drag a picture to a keyword to add

it. The 'Reset' keyword will remove photos' keywords.

Versatile words
one at the great things about keywords
is that they dent just walk in iyheta:

they work with Spotlight as well,

provided yearn using iphata 5.0.2 or
better. Thin means that you can add

keywords to any image in ibheta and

then search for them in open dialogs or
from the Spotlight menu, even when
iPhate isn't running.

Which is which?
iPhata will display every

photo's keywords as a

caption, it you want to see
at a glance which photo
has which wards.

Instant results
Whatever album, folder or rail you

highlight, the keyword search will
reveal year photos instantly. Or you
can select and search the whale

library it you prefer.

What are your choices with Keywords?

Unlimited numbers
yen can add as many keywords
to a photo as you like. Even better,

you can select as many photos
as you want and add the

keywords simultaneously.

Easy viewing
once you've added a keyword to year photo, all

you have to de is click on it to reveal year photos.


